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On using the Ericksen-Leslie continuum theory, the interfacial hydrodynamic stability
of a nematic layer has been investigated. The layer is assumed to be influenced by an
external vertical periodic body force. A general form of the deformations of the interface
is considered. The normal modes technique has been utilized. The coupling between
hydrodynamic motion and internal degrees of freedom (molecular orientation) includes
some changes in the structure and dispersion of the surface modes. The problem contains
nontraditional boundary-value equations that lead to a transcendental equation in the
zero-order perturbation. The method of multiple time scales is used to analyze first-
order perturbation equations. The solvability condition is obtained. It is found that a
resonance mode may appear due to the periodicity of the external periodic body force.
The transition curves are obtained. The analytical results are numerically confirmed
taking into account the natural physical parameters of the MBBA and PAA nematics.
It is found that the amplitude of the external periodic body force plays a destabilizing
influence on the system. It is also found that the increase of the periodicity of the external
force leads to a contraction in the instability of the system. It is also observed that the
mechanism of the instability of MBBA differs from that of PAA.

1. Introduction. Liquid crystals are a state of matter intermediate between that of
a crystalline solid and an isotropic liquid. They possess many of the mechanical proper-
ties of a liquid, e.g., high fluidity, inability to support shear, formation, and coalescence
of droplets. At the same time they are similar to crystals in that they exhibit anisotropy
in their optical, electrical, and magnetic properties. They are considered subjects of
great interest for both fundamental and practical reasons [1]—[3]. Fundamentally, many
mesophases in which liquid crystals exist and their corresponding phase transition char-
acteristics offer a good testing ground for statistical mechanics.

Nematic liquid crystals [1] are anisotropic liquids in which the constituting molecules
are, on average, aligned with their unique axis parallel to a preferred direction in space.
This direction is labeled by the director n. Though a nematic liquid flows as easily as
an isotropic liquid consisting of similar molecules, an analysis of the viscosities turns out
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to be rather complicated when the state of alignment, as given by n, is considered. The
direction of the alignment of liquid crystal molecules in the bulk nematic is arbitrary
because the free energy of the system is rotationally invariant, i.e., it does not depend
on the nematic director n. This rotational symmetry of the system is broken by the
presence of a limiting surface. As expected the flow depends on the angle between n,
the flow direction and the velocity gradient. This leads to the three Miesowicz viscosities
771,772, and r]3 [4]. In addition, the translational motions couple with the inner orienta-
tional motions and will cause the director to rotate. This behavior can be described by
the hydrodynamic theory of Ericksen [5] and Leslie [6], which involves five independent
viscosity coefficients.

The free surface of a liquid in equilibrium in a gravitational field is a plane. If the
surface is moved from its equilibrium position at some point, the motion will occur in
the liquid under the action of some external perturbation. This motion will be propa-
gated over the whole surface in the form of waves, which are called gravity waves. The
deformability of the free surface leads to capillary-gravity waves, which depend on forces
tending to return the deformed surface to its equilibrium plane shape, unless we supply
enough energy to overcome the viscosity inertia enabling overshooting of the Laplace
over pressure and thus damped oscillations to occur. These transverse waves will only
slightly depend on the exchange of solute between the bulk and the interface [7].

The surface (or capillary) waves on nematics provide a further application of the hydro-
dynamic equations. These waves have been observed by Langevin [8] in PAA and MBBA
by light scattering from the free surface. The spectral distribution of the scattered light
gives information on the surface tension and viscosity coefficients. The dispersion relation
for surface waves in nematics has been determined from the hydrodynamic equations by
Langevin and Bouchiat [9]. The form of this dispersion relation depends on the bound-
ary conditions at the surface as well as the orientation of the molecules at the surface.
In the case of surface waves in nematics, Langevin and Bouchiat [9] assumed that the
forces that determine the orientation of the molecules at the surface are strong. When
the surface is distorted by the wave, the director makes a fixed angle with the normal
to the surface. In this case it has been shown by Langevin and Bouchiat [9] that the
dispersion relation for surface waves on nematics is very similar to that for surface waves
on normal liquids.

Surface effects of liquid crystals are important for both device applications and basic
understanding of physical phenomena. The study of free-surface effects is even more
interesting for understanding the anisotropy of molecular interactions. In this attempt,
we have analyzed the instability of the interface of a nematic layer in a gravitational field.
The layer is influenced by an external periodic body force. The method of multiple time
scales is used to achieve the transition curves. On using the natural physical parameters
of the nematics MBBA and PAA, the analytical results are numerically confirmed.

2. Formulation and equations of motion. An infinite nematic medium is consid-
ered to occupy the half-space z < 0. The unperturbed free surface of the nematic is the
plane z = 0. Gravitational effects are taken into account. The medium is acted upon by
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Fig. 0. Schematic diagram of configuration in the steady state

a vertical external periodic body force

F = —egcosiot ez, (2.1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, e is a small dimensionless parameter, u is
the frequency of the applied external body force and ez is the unit vector along the
z-direction.

This may happen by varying the pressure in the air in some subtle way. The nematic
director is assumed to be strongly anchored along the ^-direction and is also assumed to
be oriented uniformly along x throughout the sample in the steady state. Thus, in the
steady state, the director is described by

n0 = (1,0,0). (2.2)

We assume that everything does not depend on y : d/dy — 0; namely, a two-
dimensional system in the (x, z)-plane is only considered. We also assume that the
director n always lies in this plane. Figure 0 is a schematic diagram of the configuration
in the steady state.

The hydrodynamic equations applied to liquid crystals can be derived in a standard
way from conservation laws [10]. The conservation of mass yields the equation of conti-
nuity

^(p)+p(V.V)=0, (2.3)
where p is the mass density, V is the fluid velocity, and D/Dt stands for the convective
time derivative (d/dt -f V • V).

We shall restrict ourselves further to incompressible fluids, for which

p(x,z,t) = constant. (2.4)

Consequently, certain phenomena such as the propagation of sound waves will not be
considered. With this approximation, one gets

divV = 0. (2.5)
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The conservation of linear momentum yields the force equation

!-<«'>• <2-6>
where F-i is the «th component of any applied body force per unit volume and is the
stress tensor associated with the fluid. This tensor may be broken into three parts,

Cij — P^ij &0ij ~f~ (2-7)

where P is a hydrostatic pressure, croij is a stress due to elastic deformations of the liquid,
and a[j is a viscous component. Prom [11], we have

dG
@0 ij = ~n (^'^)orik,j

where G is an elastic free energy and rijj = drii/dxj.
Normally <Toij is quadratic in riij and can be ignored in linear treatments.
The viscous stress tensor a'l3 has been derived by Leslie [11]:

(Jij = Oi\(rijzTlpAkp}TliTlj Q;2^Vj7Ij Oi^A^j -{- CX^TljTl^A^i -}- OCQftiTlj^A^j^
(2.9a)

■o
where A is the strain rate tensor

1 ( d „.s d
Aij —

and

^ = 2 W<> + W,™ I ' (2'9b)

N =-^(n) - i(curlV) x n. (2.9c)

The a's are constants with the dimension of viscosity and are not all independent. It
has been shown that [12]:

C*2 + Ct3 = ~~ ot5.

The equation of the director may be represented as [4]:

:Jt (nx ~di) =rel~rvisc' (2-10)

where / is the moment of inertia per unit volume, and Fei and rvisc are the elastic and
viscous torques respectively.

The elastic torque is given by [13]:

re] = n x {hs + hT + hB} = n x h, (2.11)

where the various contributions (s,t and b denote splay, twist and bend respectively)
are:

hs = Ku grad(divn), (2.12a)

hx = —/^22[(n • rot n) rot n + rot((n • rot n)n)], (2.12b)

he = i^33[(n x rot n) rot n + rot(n x (n x rot n)n)] (2.12c)
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and the viscous torque is given by [13]

rvise = n X ((a3 - a2)N + (a3 + a2)A ■ n). (2-13)

At low frequencies, the inertial term in Eq. (2.10) is much smaller than the elastic and
viscous torques. Then Eq. (2.10) is referred to as the balance of torques, after inserting
the results. From Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13), we get

n x h = n x ((a3 — «2)N + (a3 + a2)A ■ n). (2-14)

3. Perturbation equations. Consider the effect of a small wave disturbance on the
interface z = 0, propagating in the positive x-direction. The surface deflection is assumed
to be in the form

£ = 7(2) expiqx, (3.1)

where 7(t) is an arbitrary function of time that determines the behavior of the amplitude
of the disturbance of the interface, and q is the wavenumber, which is assumed to be
positive.

For a small departure from the equilibrium state, the quantities V, n, and P receive
the increments Vi,ni, and Pi to yield

V = Vi, n = n0 + ni, and P = P0 + P\. (3.2)

The subscript "0" refers to quantities in the equilibrium state. The small fluctuation
ni must be perpendicular to no since necessarily n2 = 1. It follows that ni = (0,0, nz).
The perturbation of the velocity Vi has the components u, v. and w.

Analyzing the disturbances into normal modes, there is no loss of generality in con-
fining attention to perturbations that are independent of y. Thus, the perturbation
quantities may be represented in the following form:

ip(x, z, t) = ip(z, t) exp iqx. (3.3)

The zero-order solutions of the equations of motion are

Po = A(t) — pg(l ecosut)z, (3-4)

where A(t) is the time-dependent integration constant.
The linearization of the director equation (2.14) becomes

d ^2 \
— + q2K33 J nz + a3 — + iqa2w = 0. (3.5)

Equation (3.5) shows that, in our theoretical model, the deformations that act on
the nematic liquid crystals involve the splay and bend moduli K\\ and if33 respectively
and not the twist module K22- This is the same role as in the Freedericksz effect [2].
This equation can be simplified since the elastic terms are small. These terms are to
be compared with wyi where 71 = 0.1 poise and lj is the frequency shift, which may
be several MHz. The numerical values of these constants [8] are given in Table 1. The
negligence of the elastic terms leads to

dnz If du \
a3—+iqa2w). (3.6)

dt 71 \ dz
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Properties PAA near 125° C MBBA near 25° C
Frank constant :

fcn (dyne) 4.5 x 10~"7 6 x 10~7
k22 2.9 x 10"7 4 x 10"7
fc33 9.5 x 10"7 7.5 x 10"7

Viscosity Coefficients :
71 (centipoise) 6.7 77
72 -7.0 -80
a\ 4.3 6.5
a2 -6.9 -77.5
a3 --2 -1
c*4 6.8 83
a5 4.7 46
a6 -2.3 -35

Density :
p (gm cm-3) 1.159 1.088

Surface Tension :
a (dyn/cm) 38 40

Table 1. Properties of PAA near 125° C and MBBA near 25° C

It might be interesting to note that the director equation, Eq. (3.5), is identically
satisfied in the case of normal liquids.

By making use of Eq. (3.6), the linearization of the equations of motion (2.5, 2.6)
yields

+<?2(2fi - i>3)^ u - ^3^ +iqP = 0, (3.7)

B \ B2vi BP
pi + q2v,j w + (V3 — 2v2)— + — = 0, (3.8)

iqu + ^ = 0. (3.9)

Apart from the different viscosity coefficients, these equations are exactly the same
ones for a normal fluid [14]. The viscosity coefficients entering Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9)
axe

V\ = (di + £*2 + <^3 + c*4 + 2a§)/2, (3.10a)

1/2 = 04/2, (3.10b)

"3 = (a4 + t*5 - 72^2/71 )/2- (3.10c)

This is the notation of Forster et al. [8], but it differs from that of Miesowicz [4]. It is
worthwhile to notice that in the case of normal liquids these notations become

i/i = v2 = v3 = a4/2 = 77, (3.11)

the case that has been extensively studied earlier [14].
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The associated boundary conditions [14] are

c?7u>(0,t) = ^, z = 0, (3.12)

du
iqw+ — = 0, z = 0, (3.13)

du)
{aq2 + pg(l + ecosuit)}^+ 2v2-^~ = P, 2 = 0, (3-14)

az
where a is the surface tension coefficient.

4. Method of solution. The system of Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.12), (3.13), and
(3.14) is rather complicated. Moreover, this system cannot be solved by the method of
separation of variables. Due to the complexity of this system, an asymptotic expansion
technique is utilized. In order to carry out the stability analysis, we will use the method
of multiple time scales [15], which depends on a smallness parameter. This method is
applied in the assumption that the amplitude of the periodic external body force is small.

On applying the method of multiple time scales, we limit ourselves to 0(e) and use
only

To = t and T\ = et. (4.1)

The derivatives may be transformed according to

jt = D0 + eDu Dn = ^r. (4.2)

Moreover, one may assume that the solutions have the following expansions:

7 (f;e) = 70(T0,Ti) + £7i(To,Ti) + ■ • ■ , (4.3)

i>(z,t;e) = Vio(^,To,Ti) +e^i(z,T0,Ti) H , (4.4)

where i[) stands for u, w, and P.
It is clear that the zero order of £ corresponds to the case of absence of the external

periodic body force, while the first-order perturbation represents the general case.
Substituting the above expansions (4.3 and 4.4) into Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and the

related boundary conditions (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) and equating the coefficients of equal
powers of e we obtain

(pD0 + ?2(2z/i - iy3))u0 - + iqPo = 0, (4.5)

(,pD0 + q2v3)w0 + (u3 - 2v2)%^~ + ^ = 0, (4.6)

iqu o + = 0, (4.7)

w0 = D07o at 2 = 0, (4.8)
du

iqw0 + ~ =0, z = 0, (4.9)
az

{'crq2 + pg}7o + - Pq = 0, z = 0. (4-10)
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The normal modes wave solutions of the zero-problem may be represented as:

7o(To,Ti) = 700(Ti)eIa;oTo + c. c., (4.11a)

^(z.TcTi) =i>0(z,T1)eiuoT° +c.c., (4.11b)

where c. c. stands for the complex conjugate of the preceding terms and uq is the wave
frequency, which is assumed to be real.

Combining Eqs. (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), in view of Eq. (4.11), one gets

d4 pDo , r, (v 1-^3 + ^2

q2V 3 v ^3
d~ +(^ + l)}wo(z,T1) = 0. (4.12)

d(qz)2 \q2v3I d(qz)4

The appropriate solution of wo becomes

w0(z,T1) = eqzmiA(T1)+eqzrn2B(Tl), (4.13)

where A(T\) and B(T\) are arbitrary constants to be determined from the related bound-
ary conditions (4.8), (4.9), (4.10); m\ and m2 are satisfied by

2 , 2 lPu>o . 0
ml+m2=  f- 2

q2"3

Vl - "3 + ^2
v3

(4.14a)

mim2 = (+ 1 ) • (4.14b)
\q2v3

Moreover, as shown in [10], we have

/ • \ V2= A | lpUJ°
m1m2 = A Hp +1 , (4.14c)

V1 "3 J

+ 2a(^ + iV1 . (4.14d)ipu o
mi+m2 = <  h 2qzv3

V\ - Vz + J/2
1/2+ J

v3

Taking into account the positive root, A is a sign that is determined from
1/2

A = sign Re I f if™ o , + , 0 [ ipuQ , 1\V2]
L ^3 J + U2"3+7 J

fe+2
( <7^3

V\ — J/3 +

^3

(4.14e)

From Eqs. (4.13) and (4.5), (4.7), it is easy to find the solutions of Uo and P0. Utilizing
these solutions with the aid of the boundary conditions (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) and relations
(4.14), the following dispersion relation is obtained:

poj'o - mim2(pa;o - 2zw0(j/i 4- i/2)<72) + q(mi + m2)(crg2 + pg) = 0. (4-16)

Squaring both sides of Eq. (4.16), after some rearrangements, one gets

a3^0 a2^Q + alw0 "l~ ao = 0, (4.17)

where the constants aj (j = 0,1,2,3) are given in the Appendix.
Equation (4.17) is a cubic equation in cjq. In the absence of the periodic external

body force, the stability analysis—in the zero-order problem—is based on the algebraic
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properties of this equation. Since u)q is a pure real number, it follows that lOq must be a
real positive number. It follows that

L3 + M2 < 0, (4.18)

where

L   g^2 (^^1^3 ^2)'

M = ^2 (9a3(aia2 - 3a0a3) - 2a\),

together with the conditions

— < 0, — > 0, and — < 0. (419)
ffl.3 a 3 a3

5. Stability analysis. The first-order problem includes the effect of the periodic
external body force, which appears for the first time in this study. Thus the first-order
in e of Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) is given by

(pD0 + q2{2v1 - u3))ui - v3 + iqP1 = -pDiU0, (5.1)

(,pD0 + q2v3)w\ + {yz - + = ~PDI1"0' (5-2)

iqiii + = 0. (5.3)

The first-order forms of the boundary conditions (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14) are

w\ = D170 + DqJi, z = 0, (5.4)
a a

iqwi + ~ =0, z = 0, (5.5)

du)
{aq2 + pg}ji + pg cos coT0j0 + 2u2 - P\ = 0, z = 0. (5.6)

We may solve the above set of equations in the following manner:

7i(T0,Ti) = 712 (7\) exp 2iu>oTQ + c. c., (5.7)

^i(z,T0,Ti) = ipii(z, T\) exp + ^(z, Ti) exp 2iu>0T0 + c.c., (5.8)

where stands for ui,u>i, and Pi.
The above set of the first-order perturbations contains the nonhomogeneous equations

(5.1), (5.2), and (5.3). The uniform solution is required to eliminate secular terms. This
elimination reduces the solvability condition corresponding to the terms containing the
factor (expiwoTo)- Here the solvability condition is divided into two cases. The first is
the case when the frequency u is away from ljq. This is called the non-resonant case. The
second one is the resonant case arising when the frequency u approaches the frequency
loq. Away from the details, the solvability condition yields

{(i?i + iR2)Di + (Ei + iE2) cosw7o}7oo(Ti) expiu>07b + c. c. = 0, (5.9)
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where the constants (i?i + «i?2) and (E\ + iE2) are complex, and they depend on the
nature of the roots of the dispersion equation (4.17). These coefficients may be written
in the following forms:

R\ + iR2 — 4 [iuop + q2( v\ + V2)]
^ojo , 1

9qlv3 H—2—liuop + <?2 (2i^i — 1/3 + 2f2)]
Q V3

-(mi+m2) +1
q2v3

+ iuopm\m2 2+3
q2v3

Ei + iE2 = 2pqg{m\ + ra2)mim2.

In the non-resonant case, the solvability condition becomes

(Ri + ii?2)-Di7oo = 0. (5.10)

Inverting to the original variable t, it follows that the non-resonant region is definitely
stable.

Secondly, for the resonant case, which arises when the frequency u> approaches the
frequency u>o, we introduce a detuning parameter 6 defined by

w = 2lo0 + 2e<5; (5.11)

hence, we can write

—i^LJo — uj^Tq = zujqTq 2i6T\. (5.12)

The solvability condition in this base becomes

(Ri + iR2)£>i7oo + \{Ei + iE2)7y00exp2i6T1 = 0, (5.13)

where 700 is the complex conjugate of 700-
Inverting to the original variable t, we obtain

(Ri + iR2)^ + ^(E1 + iE2)iexp2ie6t = 0. (5.14)

We seek a solution for Eq. (5.14) in the form

7(t) = (<j>i(t) + ifcit)) expieSt, (5.15)

with real 4>ij2, separate real and imaginary parts, and obtain

R\4>\ + s ( —— -R2<5 j 4> 1 — Rifo + £ ( —— R\6 J <t>2 = 0, (5.16a)

R^i + £ (y + Ri6^ 01 + Rib -£{y + R'26) ̂  = 0; (5-16b)

here the dot denotes the time derivative.
Equations (5.16) admit a solution in the form

<pj(t) = Aj-expflt, j = 1,2 (5-17)

with constants Aii2.
When the real part of 6 is negative, the response decays; when the real part of 0 is zero,

the response is finite and bounded; and when the real part of 6 is positive, the response
grows. Thus the values of the parameters for which the real part of 0 is zero divide the
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parameter space into regions of stability and instability (stability charts). Prom Eqs.
(5.16a,b) and (5.17), we must have

>2-2(m-'2J- <»»>
The motion is unstable when 92 is positive definite. Therefore the motion is unstable

when

-61 <6 < 6U (5.19)

where

(5.J0)Sl 2I a; - m I
otherwise it is stable.

The value of <5i is given in the Appendix.
The values for which 6 = 81 and 6 = —<5i are called the transition values. The loci of

transition values are called transition curves, which separate the stable from the unstable
regions.

Substituting from Eqs. (5.19), (5.20) into Eq. (5.11), we obtain the following transition
curves:

u = 2u>0 + 2e6u (5.21)
io = 2luq — 2s8i. (5.22)

6. Numerical discussions and conclusions. In what follows, we shall give nu-
merical discussions for the stability of the system under consideration by drawing the
transition curves. The transition curves are represented by Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) in the
parametric space. In the following figures, the letter S denotes stable regions while the
letter U stands for unstable ones.

The values of u>, as described by Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22), are the critical values of the
disturbances. These critical values, which are known as the transition curves, separate
the stable from the unstable regions. According to the Floquet theory [15], the region
bounded by the two branches of the transition curves is unstable but the area outside
these curves is a stable region. In our numerical calculations, we considered the natural
physical parameters of the nematics MBBA and PAA.

In Fig. 1 (see p. 424), e is plotted versus q for a single value of the frequency of
the external periodic body force (u> = 70 Hz). In this figure, we consider the physical
parameters, see Table (1), of the nematic MBBA. The system is stable in the absence of
the external periodic body force. The presence of the frequency u produces an unstable
region that approaches twice the disturbance frequency 2loq. The broken line represents
the sharp resonance case (u = 2ujo) that occurs at q = 1.15 cm-1. The (e, <jr)-plane has
been divided into two regions by this broken line. The right region corresponds to the
case of w < 2uo while the left one satisfies the case of w > 2ujq . At the exact resonance
the system is unstable. The region bounded by the two transition curves (5.20), (5.21)
is unstable; otherwise stability reveals. We observe that the instability region increases
as £ is increased. This shows that the amplitude of the periodic external force plays
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Fig. 1. For a system of a nematic MBBA taking into account 8 = 70 Hz

a destabilizing role in the stability criterion. It is noticed that the unstable area lying
in the left region (lj > 2ljq) is larger than that in the right one (lj < 2(jJq). Thus the
maximum destabilizing effect of the amplitude (e) takes place when u> > 2lj0.

In Fig. 2, the same system considered in Fig. 1 is considered but when lj = 60 Hz.
The effect of the decrease of the frequency of the external periodic body force appears
in this figure. It is observed that the value of the resonance point has been decreased
and the broken line is shifted to the left; it occurs at q = 1.098 cm-1, in the (e, q,)-plane.
The unstable region has been decreased as lj is increased. Thus the increase of lj leads
to a contradiction in the unstable region. Therefore, the effect of increasing lj makes
a damping in the nematic motion. This damping mechanism involves a transfer of the
energy from the external periodic force to the perturbed interface.

In Fig. 3, lj is plotted versus e for a single value of the wavenumber (q = 0.8 cm-1).
The system considered here is the nematic wave MBBA. The transition curves are rep-
resented in the figure by straight lines, where the resonance point occurs at lj = 30
Hz.

In Fig. 4 (see p. 426), e is plotted versus q for a single value of the frequency of
the external periodic body force {lj = 34 Hz). In the figure, we consider the physical
parameters, see Table (1), of the nematic PAA. The broken line, representing the sharp
resonance case, occurs at q = 0.635 cm""1. It is observed that the unstable area lying in
the right region (where lj < 2ljq) is larger than that in the left one (where lj > 2ljq).
Thus the maximum destabilizing effect of the amplitude (e) is present when u < 2uo.
A comparison between Figs. 1 and 4 shows that the mechanism of instability of MBBA
differs from that of PAA.

In Fig. 5 (see p. 426), lj is plotted versus q for a single value of the amplitude of the
external periodic body force (e = 1.0). The system considered here is the nematic PAA.
We see that the resonance point appears at lj = 1.7 Hz.
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Fig. 2. For a system of a nematic MBBA taking into account w = 60 Hz

Fig. 3. For a system of a nematic MBBA taking into account q = 0.8 cm 1

In Fig. 6 (see p. 427), u is plotted versus e for a single value of the wavenumber
(q = 0.8 cm-1). The system considered here is the nematic PAA. The transition curves
are represented in the figure by straight lines, where the resonance point occurs at u> — 30
Hz. A comparison between Figs. 3 and 6 shows that the disturbance of the surface waves
in PAA is more stabilizing than that of MBBA.
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Fig. 4. For a system of a nematic PAA taking into account u = 34 Hz

60
u>

40

20 -

0  1 1 1 r
0.001 0.201 0.401 0.601 0.801 *- q

Fig. 5. For a system of a nematic PAA taking into account £ = 1.0
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39

Fig. 6. For a system of a nematic PAA taking into account q = 08 cm

Appendix. In regard to Eq. (4.17), we have the following:

03 = 69(6569 — £>5&io) — 67(6369 — 67610),

a2 — 69(6369 - 63610) - 65(6369 - 67610),

ai = 69(6269 — 61610) — 63(6369 — 67610),

dO = 6069 — 61(6369 — 67610),

610 = -'6

69 = 4r- (1 +2qv-.i
v\ 4" 1^2

63 = 4p4 1 + 6

"3

z^l + ^2

^3
+ 6

^1 + ^2

^3

2^

67 — —8/9 (l^i + V2)7 [2 + 7
f 1 + ^2

^3
+ 4

^1 + ^2
2>

te=2£^+«£_16#)>i+i/2]V^ + 4

^3

f 1 + Vl

65 = 4/o[^i + i/2] ( 8[^i + v2\
V1 + V3 + ^2

^3 ^3

64 = 16[z/i + ^]498 + 8p2g2[cr<?2 + p#]2 ( 1 - 3

^3

1 +

fi + ^2

96 + "T
1 /*"

+

2p

i>i + ^2

vz

N2 + ps]2 },

^3
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2N

63 = 8pq4[aq2 + pg]2[v\ + v2\ ^ -2 +

Vl - V3 + v2

V\ + V2 + 2 V\ + V2

^3

b2 = 16 [1^1 + ^2]2

61 = 4pq2\crq2 + pg}2

bo = 4 q4[aq2 + pg}4

vj,
vi - 2^3 + u2

„6 PV^ + W)4" -.9. '

"3

V\ ~ U3 + ^2

^3

, and

2
- V[crg2 +P5]4-

The value of the constant appearing in Eq. (5.19), is given by = pqg{Z\Z2/ Z3)1/2,
where

,2 „2
^i=<^+4

<As
- ^3 + ^2

f3

2

+ 4 1+"»"2
1/2

- 2\/2 wop
92^3

1 + ^4 2
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1/2
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+ 4n/2
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1/2

^3

2 2
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2 21
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<̂A32J

1/2
+ 1
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_
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where

X0 = 4g2 (^1 + ^2)
^3

y0 = wop ■( -2

.2 ̂ 2
2 + ^'

-1

2^2
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